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The purpose of the present report is the description of mole*

cular-beaa system intended for studing nonequilibrium processes in

supersonic rarefied gas flows. The created system represent is a

small generator of molecular beam placed inside the low density

wind tunnel of Institute of Thermophysics, Siberian Branch of the

USSR Academy of Sciences £lj .

The time-of-flight method is used for measuring molecular ve-

locity distribution functions on molecular beam axis. The signal

MOO sensed by time-of-flight system detector is a convolution

integral of original distribution function \(.±) with instrument

function A U ) i

where ^ CO is measurement residual noise noneliminated by accu-

mulation system. Deconvolution of the original distribution func-

tion form is made by means of an algorithm [2j using statis-

tical regularisation method and permiting to evaluate parameters t

the density, the velocity and translational energy. An example of

deconvolution of the function j(t) according to experimental

data is shown in Fig.I (continuous curve means experiment, dotted

curve means deconvolution). In case of ellipsoidal distribution

function( parallel temperature can be determined by tiae-of-flight

method.

Determination of perpendicular temperature was made according

to molecular beam density cross profiles* Consider the process of

molecular baas extraction. Assume that Molecular beam skinning

from gas flow with ellipsoidal distribution in the absence of
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skimmer interference. In this case, density in an arbitrary
point of detection plane must be defined as follows:

where t»\J 1+-t^2©'Sx/3,f | the angle 0 denotes the direc-
tional difference between the streamline and molecular trajecto-
ry) $m , $>j_ are parallel and perpendicular molecular speed
ratios. Solid angles in which the skimmer opening subtends at the
nozzle and/or detector are assumed to be small. The density in
as arbitrary point ftg(6) is normalized to maximal n & o corres-
ponding to one on the axis. One can see that Sj. can be deter-
mined from the formula (2) when function of Pfg(6) of angle
0 is known.

Molekular beam density cross profile measurements was made
by using the method [3] • The schematic arrangement of the
experiment is shown in Fig.2. A molecular beam is extracted from
the gas flow expanding from nozzle I into vacuum chamber by
using skimmer 2 . Further this beam arrives in after skimming
chamber of molecular beam generator J > Simultaneously through
special device 4 an electron beam is introduced which crosses
molecular beam axis and arrives in cap 5 • Fluorescence excited
by an electron beam in the gas under cousideration by lens 6
through optical split 7 gets to detector 8 (a photoelectric
multiplier). Gas density registration as a function of distance
from molecular beam axis is realized by moving the detector with
the optical system along electron beam axis. Fig.5 displays the
off-axis beam density profile, normalized to unity on the beam
axis as a function of the angle © . Result of calculation of
Sx according to the formula (2) is also presented here.

Thus, it is possible to measure the density, the velocity,
parallel and perpendicular translational temperature in molecu-
lar beam by describing methods. Incident flow parameter determi-
nation by measurements in molecular beam has become assepted in
all domains, where molecular beam formation takes place without
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disturbance of distribution function form .
The following processes can cause disturbance of distribu-

tional incident flow scattering upon gas cloud near skimmer
entrance| beam-beam collisionsj beam-background collisions. The
influence of the latter effect on the velocity, parallel and
perpendicular temperatures in molecular beam is negligible [VJ .
Measurements with various skimmers, stagnation pressures and
nozzle-skimmer distances show that at Knudsen numbers of
K n s = ( Xea/ds) < 10 ( A«*» - average free path in incident

flow according to hard-sphere model, d s - skimmer diameter),
skimmer interaction causes a distortion of distribution func-
tion form. Only in the range of Kr\s > 10 the velosity and the
temperature measured in molecular beam can correspond to the
conditions in incident flow.

Simulation of gas cloud near skimmer by means of a shock
wave has also shown that velocity and temperature disturbances
at Ktr\s<IO take place downstream of skimmer entrance section.
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Pig.I. An example of decoovolution of velocity distri-
bution function according to experimental data.
Continuous curve means experiment, U.(.t) ,
dotted curve means deconvolution, ^ (.t) .
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Pig.2. The schematic arrangement
of molecular beam density
cross profile measurements.
I-nozsle, 2-skimmer, J -
after skimming chamber,4 -
special device, ^-electron
cap, 6-1ena, 7-optical
split, 8-detector.
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Pig.3. The off-axis beam
density profile and
result of calculation
of Si as a function
of the angle 0 .
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